Australian content and children’s TV on SBS – a submission to the Supporting Australian stories on our screens—Options paper

Save Our SBS Inc is the national peak body for supporters & friends of SBS. As such we welcome this opportunity to provide our feedback in this submission to the Supporting Australian stories on our screens—Options paper.

The Options paper raises four points of interest that relate to SBS. In summary these are:

- Children’s programming.
- Funding children’s programs.
- Reporting requirements.
- Producer Offset.

We discuss the impact of the above points on SBS and the wider community.

Currently there are no set quotas for any Australian content on SBS. However, SBS’s Charter states that a principal function of SBS is to “reflect Australia’s multicultural society”.

Children’s programming and funding

The Options paper refers to SBS providing children’s programs:

The ABC and SBS would be required to allocate specified amounts of funding for Australian children’s programming to distribute on their services, whether linear or online. This requirement would counter-balance the likely reduction in preschool and children’s production by commercial FTA broadcasters, and ensure that the particularly vulnerable genre of children’s programming continues to be made available to audiences for free.

At present SBS is not required to allocate any funds for Australian children’s programming. Neither is the ABC.

SBS does not have a specific TV channel dedicated to children’s programs. The ABC does.
Save Our SBS believes SBS could make an important contribution to our nation and its children in commissioning Australian children’s programs, “taking into account the contribution of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation” to comply with SBS Charter obligations.

SBS is well positioned to focus on multicultural and multilingual programs for and about children with a focus on Indigenous children. However, an ongoing commitment of this magnitude will, without additional financial support, take considerable funds and resources from other areas of SBS. As such, public funding for SBS ought to be increased accordingly.

The Options paper mentions a possible “Australian Production Fund (APF), to be administered by Screen Australia [with] allocated funding for Australian children’s programming [to the] National broadcasters”. An option provided in the paper, is that the APF would be funded from “commercial content service providers (including subscription services)”³. Save Our SBS agrees with this, and has floated a similar idea in the past⁴.

The Options paper poses the question:

*What would be an appropriate level of funding for national broadcasters to allocate to children’s content?*⁵

The answer is:

*The appropriate level of funding ought to be such that all children’s programs are fully-funded from the public purse which may include funds from the APF.*

For this purpose, fully-funded means all the costs incurred to commission, acquire, broadcast and stream children’s content is fully paid for from the public purse and without the need for SBS to carry advertising. If it is not, then to aid development of long-form focus skills⁶,⁷ and protect children from advertising harm⁸,⁹,¹⁰,¹¹,¹² ahead of commercial gain, advertising on SBS needs to be more tightly regulated than currently applies as to the types of advertisements permitted in and around children’s programs with a similar model to that regulated in the UK of 30 minutes program time between commercial breaks during children’s programs¹³ on SBS.

In 2017, SBS put the case for Australian content on it to be “fully-funded” so it may “deliver more SBS Charter aligned content to the community, and support the Australian screen industry” including “Indigenous” programs for children¹⁴.

The Options paper discusses Indigenous programs. Save Our SBS firmly believes that public funds must be significantly boosted to SBS/NITV as part of a bigger picture in closing the gap for Indigenous audiences who are generally underrepresented on TV. An on screen cultural shift may be a step towards righting some past wrongs exploring contemporary themes and truth-telling of injustices as highlighted in the Black Lives Matter movement.

For future generations, there is now a real need for Indigenous children’s programs.
SBS and NITV are the broadcaster of obvious choice in this regard and adequate funding will assist in creating entertaining and educational children’s and youth content. This will help in closing the gap of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander (ATSI) disadvantage; such being a broad policy of government.\textsuperscript{15}

The Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody recommended that ATSI media organisations should receive adequate funding, where necessary, in recognition of the importance of their function.\textsuperscript{16} Such would require increased funding directed to NITV, as it is such media. Additional monies ought to be appropriated to SBS for this purpose.

Children need stories to anchor, nourish and direct them. To be effective these stories need to have meaning to the child. The children of Australia’s First Peoples need stories of Indigenous culture. Australia’s First Peoples in the past obtained education from dreaming or creation stories. These oral myths contain stories about ethics, country, tool use, food sources, survival, healing, punishment, a sense of belonging, trade and travel. It is imperative with the loss of many languages already, that the remaining stories about Country are sensitively recorded now before more creation stories are lost. Investment in broadcasting & online and continuing the oral tradition is vital. Many children, teenagers and their parents are dealing with displacement and despair. A failure to reflect all aspects of Australia and the failure to invest properly in television for children is a loss for us all.

By allocating funds for Australian children’s programs – whether by appropriation to SBS or from an APF for SBS – the production sector will also be helped in getting back on its feet following its virtual shutdown from the COVID-19 disruption. Such stimulus is necessary.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

A quota of multicultural, multilingual and Indigenous children’s programming be set for SBS provided same is fully-funded from the public purse.

The proposed Australian Production Fund be established and administered by Screen Australia to provide allocated funding for Australian children’s programming on SBS, and the APF be funded from commercial content service providers (including subscription services).

Public funding for Australian children’s programs be set at a level which does not cause SBS to rely on advertising in children’s programs, and if that is not achieved, then the types of advertising permitted in and around children’s programs be tightly regulated with a model similar to that in the UK of 30 minutes program time between commercial breaks to enable development of long-form focus in children.

**Reporting**

The *Options paper* seeks more transparent financial reporting arrangements for SBS:
[The] national broadcasters would be required to report to Parliament on total Australian drama, documentary and children’s programming expenditure and hours broadcast/provided online\textsuperscript{17}.

SBS already provides a level of reporting in its Annual Reports.

Safeguards need to be built into any enhanced reporting requirements so that commercial in-confidence is not put at risk, and SBS is not placed at a disadvantage in negotiating the commissioning of future programs.

Divulging the cost of each and every program or episode would disadvantage SBS in negotiating costs and expenditures for equivalent future programs.

However, budgets covering broad categories of programs ought to be published including all sources of funding, especially from advertising revenues used in (or preventing) the commissioning or acquiring of content. This may be a function of Budget Estimates.

Save Our SBS does not generally support reporting on individual program production costs.

\begin{center}
\textbf{RECOMMENDATION}
\end{center}

\begin{quote}
Greater transparency in financial reporting is welcome provided it does not place SBS at a disadvantage in negotiating future content.
\end{quote}

\section*{Producer Offset}

SBS does not pay tax but the production houses from whom SBS commissions content do.

In 2015, Screen Producers Australia (SPA) commissioned a joint report with the Australian Subscription Television & Radio Association (ASTRA) provided by PwC. As a result of this analysis, SPA reported that: “doubling the Producer Offset from 20\% to 40\% would cost the Commonwealth a maximum of $15.5 million in foregone tax revenue, but would generate an additional $119.4 million in economic activity, making the overall economy better off by more than $103 million”\textsuperscript{18}.

A 40\% Producer Offset for television would:-

1. match the level already provided for feature films;

2. increase Australian screen content;

3. lead to a stronger Australian television production sector, and new television production jobs;

4. reduce filtering and assessment of projects to a single process undertaken by the commissioning broadcaster.
SBS supported increasing the Producer Offset for television drama and documentaries to 40%\textsuperscript{19}.

Whilst a 40% tax offset would achieve the four points above, possibly an even greater level of screen content and employment – that being the principal purpose – could be achieved if a modified version of the original 10BA (150% tax concession) were re-introduced applicable to all productions screened, irrespective of the medium.

Tax concessions under 10BA were gradually reduced over many years until it was replaced by the Producer Offset in 2007. 10BA ended in 2009.

A plethora of Australian content was produced from 1981 under 10BA. That is no longer the case.

The problem with 10BA was that there was no requirement to have the production screened\textsuperscript{20}. A modified version of 10BA (with a very high tax concession) could address that in determining a concession rate. Screened productions stimulate the economy.

**RECOMMENDATION**

Increase the Producer Offset for television to 40% (from the current 20%).

**Summary of recommendations**

- A quota of multicultural, multilingual and Indigenous children’s programming be set for SBS provided same is fully-funded from the public purse.

- The proposed Australian Production Fund be established and administered by Screen Australia to provide allocated funding for Australian children’s programming on SBS, and the APF be funded from commercial content service providers (including subscription services).

- Public funding for Australian children’s programs be set at a level which does not cause SBS to rely on advertising in children’s programs, and if that is not achieved, then the types of advertising permitted in and around children’s programs be tightly regulated with a model similar to that in the UK of 30 minutes program time between commercial breaks to enable development of long form focus in children.

- Enhanced transparency in financial reporting is welcome provided it does not place SBS at a disadvantage in negotiating future content.

- Increase the Producer Offset for television to 40% (from the current 20%).
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